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Expressions for the magnetic moments of nuclei are obtained by taking exact account of the 
interaction between the nucleons. Comparison with experiment yields the constants intro
duced in the theory, and in particular the constant for spin-spin interaction between nucleons 
in the nucleus, which is found to be the same for all spherical and deformed nuclei. A simple 
expression is obtained for the sum of the neutron and proton magnetic moments in identical 
states and it satisfactorily agrees with the experiments (see the table). The theoretical val
ues of the magnetic moments of spherical nuclei coincide with good accuracy with the experi
mental values (fig. 1, 2). The equations obtained can be employed to calculate nuclear mag
netic form factors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WE have previously developed[t-3] a method for 
a quantitative approach to the calculation of nuclear 
phenomena, based on the introduction of constants 
that characterize the properties of nuclear matter 
and are the same for all nuclei (except the light 
ones) and for all types of transitions near the 
Fermi boundary. 

For phenomena connected with the application of 
an external field, equations are obtained for the 
matrix elements of the transitions, in which exact 
account is taken of the interaction between the 
nucleons (at the expense of introducing the afore
mentioned constants). These equations are equiva
lent to the equation for the density matrix (the 
quantum kinetic equation) of a gas of interacting 
quasiparticles in an external field. Along with the 
constants which characterize the interaction be
tween the particles, constants that determine the 
interaction of the individual quasiparticle with the 
external field also enter into the equations. In most 
cases the latter constants can be obtained from 
general considerations [ 1 J (from the condition of 
gauge invariance and from the conser-vation laws). 
The simplest example is the interaction of parti
cles with a scalar field, when gauge invariance 
leads to non-renormalizability of the charges of 
the neutron and proton quasiparticles. 

As applied to the calculation of the magnetic 
moments, the theory leads to equations for the 
spin and orbital magnetic susceptibilities at a 
given point of the nucleus. For simplicity the 
magnetic moments are calculated under the as
sumption that the ground state of the odd nucleus 
corresponds to the appearance of one quasiparti
cle. As is well known, in some nuclei (As 75 , In 127 , 

etc.) the ground state has a more complicated 
structure. In such nuclei the calculation of the 
magnetic moment is somewhat more complicated. 

The spin interaction between the particles leads 
to an appreciable change in the spin part of the 
magnetic moment of the protons and neutrons, 
which makes it possible, by comparing theory with 
experiment, to determine the magnitude and the 
sign of the constants characterizing this interac
tion.n 

As a result of the interaction, the orbital mo
tion of the neutrons produces a proton current, and 
this leads to the appearance of the Lande orbital 
factor for neutrons. 

A question worthy of special mention is the spin
orbit correction to the magnetic moment. It is 
shown in this paper that the ordinary spin-orbit 
correction, in a system consisting of one type of 
particle, is zero-a result analogous to the ab
sence of dipole transitions in a system consisting 
of one type of particle. The spin-orbit correction 
in the nucleus is determined not by the total spin
orbit interaction constant K = (1/2) (Knn + Knp), 
but only with the term Knp/2 connected with the 
spin-orbit interaction between the neutrons and 
protons, the correction arising not only in the pro
ton magnetic moment but (with opposite sign) also 
in the neutron magnetic moment. This result is 
explained by the fact that the spin-orbit interaction 
[formula (11)] is proportional to the difference of 
the momenta p 1 and p2 of the interacting nucleons, 
and therefore the correction in the magnetic field 
is proportional to the quantity e 1r 1 x H - e 2r 2 

x H. Since the interaction depends on r 1 - r 2 in a 

1 )We note that this interaction was taken into account 
in[ 4] using first-order perturbation theory. 
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o-function manner, the correction disappears when 
the particles are identicaL and differs in sign for 
the odd neutron from the proton correction. The 
error in the preceding method of determining the 
spin-orbit correction to the magnetic moment con
sisted of applying the magnetic field after averag
ing the background particles over the momenta. 
This question is considered in greater detail in [S]. 

Along with this spin-orbit correction due to the 
spin-orbit interaction, an additional term appears 
in the magnetic moment, proportional to the orbi
tal angular momentum of the odd particle, which in 
some cases makes a noticeable contribution to the 
magnetic moment. 

The magnetic moments of spherical nuclei, ob
tained by V. Khodel' and M. Troitskil (private 
communication) by solving Eq. (34), are in good 
agreement with experiment (see Figs. 1 and 2). 

For the s urn of the magnetic moments of the 
neutron and the proton in the same state, the theory 
yields a simple expression which agrees well with 
the average values of the magnetic moments of 

spherical nuclei (see the table below). 
Theory yields for the magnetic moment of de

formed nuclei an expression that leads to a spin
spin interaction constant coinciding with the value 
obtained from the magnetic moment of the spherical 
nuclei. 

The equations obtained can be used to calculate 
the magnetic form factors of the nuclei and, in 
particular, to determine the nuclear magnetic 
multipoles. 

2. MAGNETIC MOMENT OPERATOR 

Upon application of the magnetic field, there is 
added to the Hamiltonian of the system a term 

Je' =-~ r; ~A (ri) - (yP ~ ai + Yn ~ ai) ~-toH 
p p n 

= {- ~ [r;~;] + YpO'P + Yn O'n} lloH, (1) 

where J.Lo-Bohr magneton, Yn and Yp-gyromag
netic ratios for the neutrons and protons. The 
operator r i is defined as follows 

!90 ZOO II 

FIG. 1. Magnetic moments of spherical nuclei (odd neutron) calculated from the formula (solid line) /ln = Yn ( 'tnna);x. 0 + a lj 

where 'tnn was found from (34) with g~n = 0. The value of az, which determines the effective Lande factor of the neutrons, 
was taken to be 0.15. o- experimental points, +-values from Schmidt's curves. 
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FIG. 2. Magnetic moments of spherical nuclei (odd proton) calculated from the formula (solid line) /lp = j + (yp - ¥2) 
( 'tppa);x. 0 - ali where 'tpp was found from (34) with g~P = 1 and g~n = 0, az = 0.15. o- experimental values, +-values from 
Schmidt's curves. 
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r; = i [.1{'' r;l. 

If exchange forces are present in the system, 
then the operator rf = (1/2) (1 + T z) r i does not 
commute with the interaction operator and 

r; =!= p;/m. 

Therefore the quantity L~ is equal to 

L~ = m ~ [r;r;] =1= Lp = ~ [r;pJ, (2) 
p p 

where Lp is the orbital angular momentum of the 
protons. Since the operator 

1 + Tz 1--Tz 
rr + r~ = -2-l"i + -2-ri = ri 

commutes with the interaction operator, we have 

little from the corresponding values of the isolated 
nucleons. This means that the deviation of the 
magnetic moments from the Schmidt curves is due 
to the interaction between the nucleons, and not to 
the change in the properties of the individual 
nucleons in the nucleus. As can be concluded from 
the small deviation ( ~ 1%) of the deuteron mag
netic moment from the algebraic sum of the mag
netic moments of the neutron and the proton, and 
also from meson estimates [sJ, the change in Yn 
and Yp in heavy nuclei does not exceed 5-10%. 
Incidentally, a comparison of the theory with the 
experimental values of the magnetic moment makes 
it possible to determine the value of this change. 

3. EQUATION FOR THE VERTEX 

L~ + L~ = m~ [r,•d = L = ~ [r;pil, (3) The equation for an arbitrary vertex can be 
p+n p+n 

where L-total orbital angular momentum operator. 
For the operator of the total magnetic moment of 
the system in Bohr magnetons we obtain 

Since the magnetic moments of even-even nuclei 
are equal to zero, to determine the magnetic 
moment it is sufficient to find the change in the 
average value of (4) following the addition of the 
odd particle. 

(4) 

Let us consider the matrix element of the 
operator Jt'' of formula (1), corresponding to the 
transition from the ground state into a state char
acterized by a quasiparticle A 1 and a quasi hole 
A 2• Such a matrix element is connected with the 
vertex 

I 
I 
I 
I 

,~~=A 
A1 itz 

(5) 

where a-renormalization of the Green's function 
at the Fermi surface. Since the addition of the odd 
particle in the s!ate A 0 can be regarded as the 
appearance of a quasiparticle A 0 and a quasihole 
- A 0 (-A 0 = n, l, j,- m), the magnetic moment is 
equal to (for a derivation of this relation see [sJ) 

(6) 

The expression fT (f.') denotes the vertex of fT, 
resulting from the bare vertex f.1 when exact ac
count is taken of the interaction between particles. 

It is to be expected that the gyromagnetic ratios 
y n of y p for the nucleons in the nucleus differ 

written in the form 

I A: ., 6J 

+ =iT+ r cc5": 
(I} 

(7) 

Here fJW and rw are the aggregates of diagrams 
which cannot be broken up into parts connected by 
two vertical lines. Each line corresponds to a pole 
part G of the exact Green's function. Eq. ( 7) is 
valid for vertices on which Cooper pairing has no 
appreciable inftuence. The vertices for the orbital 
and spin momenta in spherical nuclei, as shown 
in [2•3J, satisfy this condition. More exact state
ments on this question are made in the following 
remark following Eq. (36). 

In the CfJA representation Eq. (7) takes on the 
form 

(8) 

(w -frequency of the external field). It can be veri
fied that when w » v/R, where v-velocity on the 
Fermi boundary, we have $"- ffW (1 + O(v2/w 2R2)). 

Thus, f) represents the part of the vertex connec
ted with the interactions of the particles near the 
point of application of the field, whereas the second 
term in (8) describes the influence of the polariza
tion of the particles over the entire volume of the 
nucleus. 

The matrix element of the interaction can be 
represented in the form [ 3] 
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G2 ~;0 (AlA~ I r"' I A.A.') = lo ~ cp~. (r) cpA, (r) cp~ (r) cpA, (r) dr 

+ f1 ~ \ j~,A, (r) j~A' (r) dr 
Pjj.) 

+ · .. + g0 ~ cp~. (r) O"IXcpA, (r) cp~ (r). o1Xcp1,, (r) dr 

+- ' 1 ~ ( •IX ~) ( •"- ~) d · gl 2 .l J a A,A, J a n· r + ... , 
Po • 

where 

A 

f and g are two-by-two matrices of the form 

dn/dE 0 is the derivative of the particle density 
with respect to the limiting energy, equal to 

dn d (2m* e0)'h 3n 

dso dso 3:rt2 2s0 • 

The dimensionless quantities f 0, f 1; g 0, g1, 

(9) 

are constants introduced in the theory. Their val
ues are the same for all nuclei, accurate to A-1/ 3 • 

It is expected that f z and gz will decrease rapidly 
with Z. 

At the surface of the nucleus, the quantities f 
and g begin to depend on r, and outside the nuc!eus 
they assume values corresponding to the vacuum 
forward scattering amplitude. One could make the 
calculations more precise by writing an interpola
tion formula for f and g and introducing a constant 
analogous to the width of the diffuse edge of the 
optical potential. 

In the region where the density of the nucleus 
varies noticeably, rw should be supplemented by 
another term-the spin-orbit interaction. The am
plitude of this interaction has in the momentum 
representation the form [ 7] 

fJ -'I p'+'l 

a'r''=a' H ~;{6[~·p19]•6'liHOr]} 
PHP, 

For the transition into the <fJ"A. representation we 
must multiply rsZ ( p, p' , q) by 

cp~' (p) cpA, (p - q) cp~ (p') cp/,' (p' + q) 

( cp" (p) = ~ cp,. (r) eipr dr) 
and integrate with respect to p, p' , and q. We ob
tain 
a2 (1..11..2 I r•ZI A.A.') = xeiX~Y ~ dr {<aiXj~)A.~., a:y cp~cpA, (11) 

• IX 0 ·~ + ·~ 0 • a. * 0 ( "~) ' } - cpl,,a cpt., ax /At.' ]t.,t., ox cpl. a cp/,' - cp).,cpJ.. ax O"IXJ 1.1.' " 
y y y . 

The spin-orbit addition to the self-energy part is 
determined by the diagram SIH'I 

,..= str: de 
" =r c1 r; ciii 

p P+lJ 

from which we can readily obtain for ~sl 
mixed representation 
a~ 81 (r, p) = Xpp a [p'Vnp] + Xpn a [pVnnl 

=-X.!:_ dn al 
r dr ' 

and 

Z N 
X = Xpp A + Xnp A , 

(12) 

in the 

(13)* 

(14) 

The first and fourth terms in the curly bracket 
of (11) make a contribution to the vertices, Which 
does not change when tis replaced by - t, whereas 
the second and third terms enter into the equations 
for the vertices, which reverse sign when t is re
placed by - t (such as :1 (a) and ff (1 )) . 

4. RELATIONS BETWEEN VERTICES, RESULTING 
FROM THE LAWS OF CONSERVATION AND 
GAUGE INV ARIANCE 

We consider the operator of total angular momen
tum of the system 

A ~ 1 '\'1 1 
I = .LJ ataA' (I + 2 a )A~..+ k.J ata,_, (1 + 2 a)A 1:. 

n p 

According to the statements made above, the 
change in the average value of this quantity follow
ing the addition of the odd nucleon is equal to 

6 (l) = j 0 = a {e'T~:~., (I+) + T 3t~., (a+}}, 

where j 0-momentum in the state A 0, 1+ = lp + ln, 
a+= O"p +an, :rst_vertex for w = 0. Since this 
relation is valid for arbitrary states A , we have in 
operator form 

a {ff (I+)+ -i-F (a+)}= l + T a. (15) 

Relation (15) is valid both for the added neutron 
(neutron vertex ff n) and for the odd proton (proton 
vertex ff p). 

On the other hand, inasmuch as there are no 
diagonal elements in the sum, we have from Eq. (8) 

a{:! (l+) + f-F (a+)} = a{:!"' (l+) +}:!"'(a+)} 

(16) 

From the condition of gauge invariance we can 
find the vertex .:fw (1~) (1' = r x r), and conse
quently from (16) also .JrW(u+). To this end it is 

*[p\7] = p X \7. 
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necessary to relate ffW (r x r) with ffW (r), and 
then express with the aid of (7) ffW (r) in terms of 
§ st (r). The vertex §st (r) is determined in turn 
from the gauge-invariance condition. 

We first verify that 

(17) 

To this end we write down the equation for the 
vertices § (l') and § (r) the non-renormalized 
form 

ff(l') = [r~l + rcc [r'r'], 
Changing over to frequencies w » v /R, we get 

ff"'(l') = [r~l + r"' B [r'r'l 

= [n:) + f"' B [rr') + f"' B [(r'- r) h 
ff"' (r) = i· + r"' B;', 

where B-limit of GG when w » v /R. 

(18) 

The last term in the first equation of (18) is a 
correction to the formula (17). To estimate this 
correction we shall neglect the spin-orbit interac
tion and note that [see (26) and (27)) 

w • 1 
:!f (r)=aP 

and consequently 

r"' Bp' = \ r"' (r, p; r', p') B (r', p') p'dp' dr' 
,) 

Since rw has a a-function dependence on r- r', 
we have in order of magnitude I r - r' I ~ r 0 , 

where r 0 is the effective radius of the forces. In 
addition, in a homogeneous medium r w depends 
only on I r - r' I , and there is no corre.ction. 
Consequently we obtain the negligibly small quan
tity 

f"' B [(r- r') p'l ~ (_1_- 1) rz [\In v] 
a o n 

-(1-1) r~ dn r ~1_1__1)'__1_ r - a rn dr [ pI \. a A'(, [ p ). (19) 

The vertex :jjW (r) can be related with the aid 
of (8) to the vertex :lf st (r), the form of which is 
determined by the gauge invariance. As shown 
in [ 1] 21 

e-st (' ) ·- '"'I(: ) JG- 1 
QJ n rn ~ d 1J lp = - -.- ' dp 

J"~,~ (rp) = :lf;} (rn) ~~ o (20) 

2)In[•] relations (20) have been written out for ff(p). In 
the presence of exchange forces ff (p) must be replaced by 
.;; (r). 

(the nucleon mass is taken to be unity). 
The inverse Green's function in the mixed 

representation, entering in (20), is connected with 
the Hamiltonian H of the quasi particles by [ 3] 

G-1 (r, p, e) = 8 -:H [1 + 0(8 -:0H)J. (21) 

The operator H is equal to 

p2 1 dn 
H = -.-+ U (r) + x--- [ra) p 

2m' r dr ' 
(22) 

where m* is the effective mass of the quasi parti
cles and K is the spin-orbit splitting constant, 
connected with the quantities Knn and Knp by (14). 

From (20) and (22) we get 

cc sl • _ p 1 dn [ ) _ · a:J P (rp)- .......-+x--d ra - r, 
1n r r 

To find :!JW (r) we write Eq. (8) in the form 

:!ip = :li~+ f~p(GG)p:!ip + f~n(GG)n:!im 
:!f n = :!f~ + r~n (GG)n :!f n + r~P (GG)p :!i p· 

(24) 

Since :!f (r) is a vector, Eq. (24) for ff (r) contains 
the second term of the interaction (9) and the spin
orbit interaction (11). Using (9), (11), and (23) we 
can readily obtain from the first equation of (24) 

(rp)/.,l., = a (:!f~ [ i·pi)A,l., 

+ !;'~ [.ddn J-1 ~ \' dr j~ '- j~l.' (n, - nl.') (rph'l. 
PO _ e0 P J 1 2 

On the basis of (23) the left hand side of the 
second equation of (24) is equal to zero. ff w (r p) 
is replaced by JW, (r ), f~P by ffn, and KP~ by 
Kpn· The sum in (25) ~s equal to 

t!j~1_, (r~)n (n,- n1) = f n, ([j", r~l), 1, = b"~n (r). 

Substituting in (25), we obtain in the coordinate 
representation 

• p 1 dn w"' · 1 p . 1 dnp 
rp = ........- + x -y [raJ= a;J P (rp)- 3 /fP-;;:- + Xpp- -d-, 

mp r r n~P r r 

w"' ( • ) - 1 jnp P 1 dnn [ ) a;J n l'p --3 1 -. -Xnp--d 1'0". 
m r r 

p 

(26) 

Here we have used the equation [i] 

m* = 1 + _1_ (jPP + jPn) = m•. 
P 3 1 1 n 

Analogously 
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As follows from the momentum conservation law, 
we have in analogy with (15) 

a w~. p (~n) + Jf~. p (l:p)} = p. 

Substituting (26) in (17), we obtain an expression 
for the vertex T w (1'): 

p 

GT"' ' N 1 dn [ [ a:;) p (Ip) = l (1- sz) + XpnArdr r ra]], 

GT"' • Z 1 dn [ [ 1 a:;) n (Ip) == 1\;z - Xpn A r dr r ra 1 ' (28) 

where l:z = (1/3) f?P /m*. 
For the vertices ffW (1~) we get 

n, p 

aff~. P (I~) = I, 

and we therefore get from (16) 

(29) 

The vertex .ffW (u_) cannot be obtained from 
the general considerations and necessitates the 
introduction of an additional constant. We write 

atf~(ap)= aJJ~(an) = (1- Ss) a== 't'~na, 

(30) 

The constant ts is apparently small and the differ
ence in its value for the neutrons and protons is 
neglected. 

5. SPIN PART OF MAGNETIC MOMENT. EQUA
TION FOR PARAMAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY 

According to (6) the spin part of the magnetic 
moment of an even-odd nucleus is equal to the 
diagonal matrix element of the expression 

f!~·P= a {ynJ!n,p (an)+ YpJ!n,p(ap)}. (31) 

The vertices Jf n, P (u n, p) satisfy (24). From 
symmetry considerations the solution must be 
sought in the form 

aJ[(a) = "A [rp] +-.a, (-.a)a = 't',~\i0 

(32) 

In the equation for Jf (u) the terms of the in
teraction (9), containing f1 and g0, make a contri
bution, as does the spin-orbit interaction (11). 
Higher harmonics of the expansion r w (p, p') in 
Legendre polynomials Pz (p · p' /p5), which might 
make a contribution to Jf (u), can be neglected, 
and allowance for them is equivalent to a small 
change in the constants f1 and g 0• As will be 

shown below, the first term in (32), which is de
termined by the constant f1 is considerably 
smaller than the second term. In addition, the 
contribution to the equation for Jf (u), due to the 
spin-orbit interaction, is also small. Both these 
corrections will be considered below. 

For T we obtain an equation 

(~a)A,,, = ('t"'a)i.,,, 

' [dn]-l -v' (!!l;,,cra!!ll.,• !p~ClCL!pl.·) ' + "o - ..::::.J --··....____,---'- (n,- n,·) (-.a)n·. (33) 
b dso. (e,- s,.) 

Here T, 9-w, and g0 must be taken to mean the 
matrices 

The summation is over the proton or neutron 
states, depending on the right-hand symbol of g0 

(which coincides with the left-hand symbol of r). 
The parentheses in (33) denotes integration with 
respect to dr and summation over the spin varia
bles, and ts is defined in (30). 

Multiplying (33) by <PA. 1 and summing over all 
A. 1 , we obtain an equation for T (r) in the coordinate 
representation: 

A A A [ dn J-1 ~ A A 

T (r) = T"' + g0 y·· :J{ (r, r') 't' (r') dr', 
eo ~ 

(34) 

Summation over the spin variable is implied in the 
expressions cp~ u a <PA.'. T (r) determines the para
magnetic susceptibility tensor of the nucleus at the 
point r. The functions <PI\ are determined by the 
numbers n, l, n, and j, where n-radial quantum 
number, Z-orbital angular momentum, n-projec
tion of total angular momentum j on the z axis 
(j-j coupling). 

In spherical nuclei, expression (35) can be sim
plified, if account is taken of the fact that the small 
differences EA_ - Ef...' ~ E 0A-213 are encountered 
only when l and Z' differ by two and n = n' ± 1. 
(This can be verified readily by examining the 
Nilsson scheme.) So large a difference in the num
ber of nodes of the functions <PA. and <PA.' causes 
the integral of these terms in (34) to be small, 
and in addition, it will give an oscillating term in 
T (r). We can therefore discard these terms from 
the sum (35) by way of a first approximation for 
spherical nuclei. 

For magic nuclei and nuclei in which the sub
shell next to the magic nucleus is filled, there are 
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no such states with nearly equal energies lying on 
opposite sides of the Fermi boundary. 

The greatest contribution from among the re
maining terms of (35) is made by the states with 
n == n', l == l', and j == j' ± 1. Indee~, when l == l' 
the states with n "'n', as can be seen from the 
Nilsson scheme, correspond to differences 
EA. - EA.' which are many times larger than the 
difference ED_z - E~z, where EiJ.Z corresponds to 
two components of the spin-orbit doublet with 
j == l ± 1/2. In addition, the difference in the num
ber oi the knots of the radial functions causes an 
additional decrease in the matrix elements 
(cpA. Tu CfJA.'). We therefore write 

where v == ( n, l) and the functions cp~ and cp~ 
are defined by: 

(j)~n = R~z (r) {aYm-';, Xa ( s) + bYm+'/, X~ (s)}, 

(j)~ = R~z (r) {- bYm-•;, Xa (s) + aYm+'/, X~ (s)}, 

a =Jf(Z+ Q+ 112)/(2l+ 1), 

b = Jf(l- Q + 1/ 2)/(2Z + 1). 

After finding the solution with the kernel (36), we 
can calculate the correc.tion introduced by the dis
carded terms, and the components with the small 
differences EA_ - EA.' should be considered here 
with allowance for pairing. 

If the Ev level is completely filled, and E; is 
completely empty, then nt - n"V == 1. On the other 
hand, if the level is partially filled, then it is 
necessary to replace n~·- by the occupation factor 
n;;- == kv/(2j + 1), where kv-number of nucleons 
in the level. Finally, if one of the levels lies at a 
distance :::., 671. from the Fermi surface, then we 
must make the substitution 

n._- n~-.. 
----+ 
e~-.- e~-.. 

E~-. E~-..- e~-. e~-.. 

2E~-.E~-.. (E~-. + E~-..) ' E~ = .1~ + e~. 

For magic and near-magic nuclei, where there 
is no Cooper pairing, this complication does not 
ariRe. 

In deformed nuclei we can use the quasi-classi
cal approximation to simplify (35). It can be shown 
that the expression for X takes the form 

:J{ "~ = {- dn (r) 0 (r- r') 
deo 

(36') 

An approximate solution of Eq. (34) for T (r) 
with kernel (36) for spherical nuclei and with 
kernel (36') for deformed nuclei is given in [5] 

6. ORBITAL PART OF THE SPIN VERTEX 

The orbital contribution to the spin vertex [the 
second term of (32)] is due to the second term of 
(9) and the third term in the curly bracket of ex
pression (11) for the !'Pin Aorbit )nteraction..: 
Accordingly, we put A. == A. 1 + A. 2 , where A. 2 is 
determined by the spin-orbit interaction and is 
calculated below, while ~ 1 is given by 

(37) 

In the right half we can leave out the quantity A.l, 
which, as will be shown later, is much smaller 
than 7- u. 

It is easy to find the following estimate for (37)[ 5] 

This estimate signifies that an account of 71. 1 is 
beyond the accuracy of the calculations. 

(38) 

We proceed to calculate 71. 2• As indicated at the 
end of Sec. 3, the first and fourth terms of (11) 
make no contribution to /lJ (u); the third and sec
ond terms yield 

The second term in the right side is expressed in 
terms of the derivative of (37) with respect to the 
coordinates. Using the estimate (38), we find that 
the ratio of this term to Tu is of the order of 

We shall therefore disregard this term from now 
on. With the aid of (34) we obtain 

!lTsl _ A "-r dn . ' a; ~-.,~~ (g) - xgo deo [JI,,I,;v ·t"], 

hence, going over to the coordinate representation, 

sl ' ' dn ' 
§' (a) = - xg-1-d [V-rp]. 

o Eo 
(39) 

The dependence of T on r is determined by the 
last levels of the shell [ 5] for which the quantity 
\77 differs from zero in a narrow layer near the 
surface of the nucleus; therefore 

A 18T 18T 
V-r=-,:a;:-r= Riirr. 

Substituting in (39), we get 

sl ' dn 1 a.r ' 
:Jj (a) = - xg~I deo R- ar I = Azl. (40) 
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We introduce in place of K the value of the 
spin-orbit coupling 

B~- B~ = (2l + 1) b., = - (2l + 1) X\ m __!:__ dn m dr. (41) 
.) '1'v r dr 't'v 

We put 
X 

Xo =R' 

(42) 

where av-numbers on the order of unity, which 
9an be readily obtained from (42). We then get for 

:\2 

(43) 

Equation (43) shows that when the odd particle 
has large orbital angular momenta Z0, gjSl (a) can 
introduce a noticeable correction in TO'. Inasmuch 
as fFSZ (a) is nevertheless small, we can use an 
approximate diagonalization of (34) over the iso
topic variables, assuming that the summation over 
the neutron and proton states gives nearly equal 
results, and then Tnn ::::; Tpp and Tnp ::::; Tpn· 
Equation (34) breaks up into two independent equa
tions for T + = T PP + T np (with constant g0 = g~P 
+ g~P) and for T_ = Tpp - Tnp (with constant 
g(i = g~P - g~P). For gjSl (u) we get 

g)sl (a ) ± g)sl (a ) = _ x+, _ dn _!_o-r+, _1 
P P n P g~· - ds0 R or 

x+, _ 3b., oT+ _ 
=-----R-'-1 

g~•- X 2Eoct., or ' 
(44) 

where K+,- = Kpp ± Kpn· 

7. ORBITAL PART OF MAGNETIC MOMENT 

From formulas (1) and (6) we obtain expressions 
for the orbital part of the magnetic moment of the 
odd proton and neutron (lp = [rp rpl): 

The vertices fFp (1~) and £T n (lp) satisfy Eqs. (24), 
and the spin-orbit interaction (12), as will be shown 
below, makes a small contribution. Therefore the 
equation for fFp (lp) and fFn Up) is determined by 
the interaction (9) and is of the form 

(46) 

Here ff stands for the column for components fFp 

and fF n• while the components of f)w are given 
by (28). 

The solution of (46) must be sought in the form 

af) (I~) =A (r) I+ v (r) a = A (r) j + (v- 1/ 2) a. (47) 

We then obtain for A and v the equations 

(48) 

where 

(49) 

The second term in the first equation of (48) 
leads to a value of ~ 1 (with substitution of v' = v 
- A/2 for T) which is negligibly small. There
fore the solution of the first equation of (48) is 

(50) 

Indeed, when A = Aw = const, the matrix element 
(An)\:\' = Ano:\:\' , whereas in (48) there are no 
diagonal terms. The second equation of (48) can 
be written in the form 

A"' dn 
v' (r) = - - 2 + kr - (1 - x2) 

dr 

' A"' 
V =V- :f· (51) 

Equation (51) differs from (34) for T (r) only in the 
form of the inhomogeneity, and can be solved by the 
same method. 

Since the coordinate-dependent part of the in
homogeneous term in (51) is a small spin-orbit 
correction to the magnetic moment, we can obtain 
an approximate solution of (51) by replacing in the 
solution for T the quantity T w by the inhomogen
eous term of (51). The error in such a solution 
will be compensated for in practice by an empirical 
choice of the constant Knp• which will differ some
what from the correct value. 

Thus, the solution of (51) reduces to a solution 
of an equation for T (r), and is equal to 

v' = {- ~"' + kr ~; (1 - x2)} (t"'f1 "1: (r). (52) 

Owing to the large gyromagnetic ratio of the 
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neutrons and the protons, expression (52) makes a 
small relative contribution to the magnetic mom
ent, so that it is permissible to use in (52), as in 
(40), approximate diagonalization in the isotopic 
variables. We then get from (52) 

Vpp ± Vpn = - -- + k+,-'- (1- X ) , (53) ' ' [ A~,- dn 2 J "PP ± "np 

2 dr '~.-

where, in accordance with (30) and (49), 

'C~ = 1, 'C"' = 1- 2~ •• 

A~= 1, A(>)= 1- 2~~> 

k_ =- Xnp• 

We now consider the contribution to ciT (lp) due 
to the spin-orbit interaction (11). In the vertices 
;!! (l) and ciT (0') a contribution is made by the 
second and third terms of the curly bracket of (11). 
The first of these two terms, as already shown, 
makes a negligibly small contribution to T, and 
consequently also to v'. 

As to the third term, its contribution was cal
culated for the vertex cif(O'). Inasmuch as the 
equation for v' is analogous to the equation for T, 

we obtain from (40) 

(54) 

Since ( 40), unlike (54), is multiplied for calculation 
of the magnetic moment by the gyromagnetic ratio 
of the neutron or the proton, Eq. (54) constitutes a 
small correction to (40). Discarding small quanti
ties in (53) (v' R:< T /2), we obtain in analogy with 
(44) 

(55) 

8. EXPRESSION FOR THE MAGNETIC MOMENTS 
OF SPHERICAL AND WEAKLY DEFORMED 
NUCLEI 

Let us express the magnetic moments for the 
odd proton and odd neutron in terms of the vertices 
introduced above: 

!J.p = ypacif p(ap) + rnaciT p(an) + acif p(I~), 

!Ln = rnaciTn(an) + ypacifn(ap) + aciTn(I~). 

The magnetic moment is equal to the average 
of these expressions over the state of the added 
particle. From (30) and (40) we have for the spin 
part of the magnetic moment of the proton: 

lp-ln X_ dn 1 8-r:_ 
-------1. 

2 g~ de0 R 8r 
(56) 

The expression for the case of the odd neutron is 
obtained by replacing the symbol p by n. 

The orbital part of the magnetic moment of the 
proton and neutron, in accordance with (47), (50), 
and (55), is equal to 

l • ' 
!J.p = (1- ~I)J + Vppa 

It~= ~d + v~pa 
+ _!__ ( X+ dn ~ 8-r:+ - ~ dn ~ 8-r:_) I 

2 g6 de0 R 8r g~ de0 R 8r ' 

where vpp and v~p is given by (53). We get 

, 1 ( ~~ - ~s ) 1 ~~ - Ss 
Vpp = - 2 1 - 1 - 2~8 l'pp- 21 - 2\;

8 
l'pn 

1 dn 2 [N -Z ,;_ J - 2 Xnpr dr ( 1 - X ) --;r- 1' + + 1 _ 2Ss , 

' 1 ( ~~ - ~. ) 1 ~~ - ~. 
Vnp = - 2 1 - 1 - 2~s , 't'np- 2 1 - 2\;s 't'nn 

1 dn 1 2 [N- Z ,;_ J - 2 Xnpr dr ( - X ) ~ 1'+ - 1 - 2\;s . 

Substituting in (57) and adding to (56), we get 

!J.p = (y~l'pp + y~'t'pn) a + (1 - ~~) j + 11~1 , 

' ' • sl 
!tn = (Yn't'nn + Ypl'np) a + ~1J + !tn, 

where J.Lsl is the correction to the magnetic p,n 
moment, due to spin-orbit interaction: 

1'-sl =- [ r~+r~ 2 8-r:+ + ~~-~~ X_ 8-r:_] ~ dn I 
P 2 g6 8r 2 g~ 8r R de0 

1 dn (f 2 [N- Z ,;_ J - 2 Xnpr dr - x ) --;r- 1' + + 1 _ 2~s · a, 

1 dn 1 2 [N- Z ,;_ J . - 2 Xnpr dr ( - X ) ~ l' + - 1 _ 2~s a, 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

Yp and y~ are the effective gyromagnetic ratios, 
equal to 

' 1 ~1-Ss 
YP = YP - 2 + 2 (1- 2~.) ' 

\;l-~s 
Yn = Yn- 2 (1 _ 2\;) ; 

T is defined in (34). 

(61) 

The expressions (60) can be simplified if ac-
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count is taken of the smallness of the quantity 

(r~ + r~)/(r~ - r~) = 0.414.2, (N - Z)!A < 0.2. 

From (60) we get 
sl CJ OT 

P.P =- -,----1 ro-----"' I+ c2 (1- x2) a, 
A' or 

p.:; = - p.~, (62) 

where c 1 and c 2 are numbers of the order of unity, 
which do not vary greatly from nucleus to nucleus: 

1 < dn ) 1 c2 =- -Xnp rd'C 1 _ 2r 
2 r A, ~. 

(63) 

In the expression for c 2 we have replaced 
rT- dn/dr by the value of this quantity averaged 
over the radial state of the added particle and 
neglected the angular dependence of T-. In the ex
pression for c 1 we made use of formula (42). 

Let us make one more remark concerning the 
quantities Yn and Yp· As already mentioned, these 
quantities can differ from the vacuum gyromag
netic ratios y ~ and y ~ as a result of changes in 
the meson and nucleon diagrams in the nucleus. 
However, one should expect, with a high degree of 
accuracy, that 

Yn+rP=r~+~· 

This relation is splendidly confirmed for the mag
netic moments of the deuteron and of Li6 , and for 
the sums of the magnetic moments of He 3 and H3 , 

c 13 and N13, 0 15 and N15 , and is a consequence of 
the fact that even the inclusion of the meson inter
action renormalizes little the quantity y ~ + y ~ 
(0.88 in place of unity). We can therefore write 

Yp = r~ + r 1 = 2.8 + r1 , 

Yn = ~- Y1 = -1.9- Yc (64) 

The quantity y 1 apparently does not exceed 5-10% 
of Yp· 

9. DEFORMED NUCLEI 

The total angular momentum of the deformed 
nucleus can be resolved into components parallel 
and perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the 
nucleus: 

I=R+K. 

Accordingly, the magnetic moment can be repre
sented in the form 

Both gyromagnetic ratios have been determined 
experimentally for several nuclei [aJ. The rota
tional gyromagnetic ratio is approximately equal to 

- Jp -'/, 
gR- J +J (1 +O(A )), 

n P 

where Jp, Jn-proton and neutron moments of in
ertia [9]. A more accurate calculation of gR is a 
complicated problem, which is not solved here. 

The theoretical expression for gK is obtained 
from formula (59) in which j is replaced by 
jz = K and u by uz. Indeed, the formulas given 
above for tJ (lz) and ff (<Tz) remain true also for 
the case of deformed nuclei, inasmuch as lz is the 
integral of motion and has only diagonal matrix 
elements: 

affn, (Iz) = (Iz)H' = 6n-K. 

The summation in (35) is carried out over the 
states of the deformed nucleus, and expression (36) 
can be used. From (59) we get 

Kgf<_ = ((y~'t'pp + y~'t'pn) Oz + f181 + (1 - ~z) K), 

Here T is no longer a tensor. The averaging is 
over the state of the added particle. Using the 
smallness of the ratio (y' + y~)/(yp- y~) ~ 0.1, 
and also the smallness ofthe quantities Tnp/Tpp 
and Tnp/Tnn• we get 

Kgf<_ = (y~'t'_crz) + ~~K + (!1'1), 

Kg'K = (y~'t'_crz) + (1 - ~z) K- (fls!), (59") 

where in the first equation T_ = Tpp - Tpn and in 
the second T_ = Tnn - Tnp· Incidentally, for de
formed nuclei, where many levels participate in 
the sums, the neutron and proton quantities differ 
little (Tnn = Tpp and Tnp = Tpn)· 

Let us give another approximate solution of 
Eq. (34) with kernel (36'): 

J 1 g- 1- x 2 \ 

'[' -(1-2~") --+ 0 -2-f' ( ) 
- - ~· \ 1 + g~ (1 + g;)2 65 

As can be seen from the table, we can put without 
noticeable error < x 2u) = 0, after which T- be
comes a constant; g0 is equal to 

A comparison of this expression with experiment 
is given in the table 
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State <a> <x'a> 
' 

s.r. 1 1la 
P,f, -'Ia -'/Is 
p'/, 1 1ls 
D'/, -"Is - 1/as 
D,!, 1 'h 
F,1, _sl7 - 1 /21 

F,;, 1 'I• 
G.;, 1 '/n 

10. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

As can be seen from the equation for T, the 
calculation for the magnetic moment calls for a 
solution of Eq. (34) for each investigated nucleus. 

The problem consists first of all of extracting 
from the experimental data the constants g~P, 
g~n and KPP, Knp which we have introduced (a 
linear combination of KPP and Knp is known from 
the spin-orbit splitting). 

We consider first very light elements. In this 
case there is not a single level which makes a 
noticeable contribution to the sum (35), and the 
magnetic moment should have the form 

fln = {I~ (1 - ~s) + ~~~.} (j + ~zi - fl•l• 

flp = {"[~ (1 - ~.) + r~~.} a + (1 - ~!) j + llsl· 

We have used expression (33') for :fw. Yet the 
magnetic moments of the light nuclei, for different 
states of the added nucleon, coincide within 5-10% 
with the single-particle expressions 

From this we must conclude that tz, ss. and f-Lsl 
are very small. It is easy to find, using relations 
(61) and (64), that 

fln- fl~ = - (flp- f.l~) = (4,n.- rn + 0.5 ~~)(a) 

+ ~lj- (f.ls!) < 0.1fl~,p• 
In the case of Ca41 and Ca43 , as can be seen 

from the Nilsson scheme (or from Nemirovskil' s 
more exact level scheme[toJ), there is only one 
neutron level whieh makes a noticeable contribu
tion to Eq. (8), namely the level lf7; 2 , which has 
one neutron in the case Ca41 and three neutrons in 
the case of Ca43 • The approximate solution of (34) 
enables us to find, from the difference of the mag
netic moments of Ca41 and Ca43 , the value of the 
constant g~n: 

In the case of K 39 and Cl37, only one proton level 

- -
1-'p 1-'n P:p + P:n 1-'p +f'n• 

theory 

1.45 -0.79 0.66 0.72 
-0.12 0.60 0.48 0.41 

2.20 -0.55 1.65 1. 74 
0.60 0.82 1.42 1.34 
3.58 -0.89 2.69 2.74 
1.38 0,88 2,26 2,32 
4.80 -1.05 3,75 3.74 
5,71 -1,02 4,69 4.74 

d 3; 2 makes a contribution. The values obtained for 
the constants coincide: 3l 

A simple expression is obtained from (59) and 
(62) for the sum of the matrix moments of the neu
tron and proton in like states: 

!Ln + fLp = j + i~ ((1'pp + 1'np) a) 

(66) 

To check this relation we take the average of 
J-Ln and J-Lp over all the spherical nl!clei with speci
fied l and j (see the table). We assume that for 
the averaged magnetic moments we can assume 
that Tnn ~ Tpp and Tnp ~ Tpn· As will be seen, 
this assumption is well confirmed by comparison 
with experiment. 

Formula (66) yields in this assumption 

fLp + !Ln = j + ("[p + "[n- 1/2) (r+a), 

1'+ = l'pp + 1'np• (67) 

In addition, we shall assume that the value of 
T + averaged over the different nuclei depends little 
on the coordinates (as is the case of deformed 
nuclei). Then 

~P+ ttn = j + ("[~ + '\'~- 1/2) T+ (a). 

This formula agrees very well with experi
ment, if we choose 7+ = o·. 7 (see the table). If, in 
addition, we assume that for average values of T 

we can use the expression obtained in the quasi
classical approximation from (34) with kernel (36'): 

3 )Addendum (February 12, 1964). Figures 1 and 2 show a 
comparison of the magnetic moments of spherical nuclei with 
experiments. The values of the magnetic moments were ob
tained by M. Troitskii and V. Khodel' by solving Eq. (34) for 
each nucleus. The term 'zi + lls 1 of (59) is denoted by 

l;,d + flsl = aj, 

and for simplicity a is assumed to be a constant (since this is 
done in the correction term, the resultant error is small). Very 
good agreement with experiment is obtained for values g~n 
= 1, g~P = 0, and a= 0.15. 
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then we get from this a value g0 f'::< 0.9. 
For deformed nuclei we have derived expres

sion (59"), with which we can calculate the spin 
gyromagnetic ratio gK '(which must not be con
fused with the spin-exchange interaction constant 
g 0). We introduce the gyro magnetic ratios calcula
ted by the single-particle model: 

Kg~!= .1~ (<rz) + <Zz) = (j~- l/2) (O'z) + K. 

Negle9ting small quantities in (59"), we obtain 

= 1'_ (g~t -1) + 1 + ~~ - ~l· 

We have used here the weak dependence of T_ on 
the state of the added particle, which follows from 
(65). 

In [ 8] are tabulated the values of gil and gk 
obtained from experiment, and the values of 
gK'f obtained from the Nilsson model for 15 
nuclei. Assuming that IJ-sl/K - tz = 0.1, which 
does not contradict the foregoing estimate for the 
light elements, we obtain for all the cases values 
of T_ which are the same within 20% (T_ = 0.5-0.7). 
This relatively small spread in the values of T_ 

must be attributed to the fact that JJ.sz/K depends 
on the state of the added particle. The calculation 
of !Jsl, as already mentioned, calls for a compila
tion of a table of integrals 

The average value of T_ is 

~ = 0.6 = - 1- -1- g~ 
- 1 + g~ ' 2 (1 + g~)2 

from which we get for g0 

g~ ~ 1. 

This value agrees with the value obtained above 
for g~n, if we assume that g~P « g~n. We should 
arrive at the same conclusion from a comparison 
of the value of T _ for deformed nuclei and of T + 

for spherical nuclei. 
, The author is grateful to A. A. Lushnikov, 
E. E. Sapershtein, M. A. Troitskil, and V. A. 
Khodel' for interesting discussions, and V. N. 
Guman for compiling the table of integrals of the 
radial functions. 
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